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If you have way too many clothes but nothing at all to wear, you might want to read The Smart
Woman’s Guide to Style & Clothing. Have you got clothes that usually do not match well, do
not flatter you, or do not proceed with anything else in your closet? She created a system for
developing a versatile, fashionable, personalized wardrobe. Fortunately, author Kara Lane
researched the problem and found a remedy. This is a common problem that occurs
whenever we buy the wrong clothing for the incorrect reasons. Step 1 1: Identify wardrobe
needs predicated on your lifestyle Step two 2: Select the closet classics that appeal for you
Step 3 3: Choose your colors, patterns, and clothing designs Step 4 4: Know what fits and
flatters your body Step 5: Determine what quality and quantity of clothes you want Step 6:
Pick your shoes, bags, jewelry, and other accessories Stage 7: Choose your selected brands
and stores Step 8: Come up with outfits and consult design resources as needed Step 9:
Analyze, declutter, and organize your wardrobe Step 10: Complete your look & Clothes
Checklist If you use the Style & Clothing Program to guide future purchases, you will simplify
your daily life and create a wardrobe you will like! You can create the perfect wardrobe for
you personally by buying mindfully and following a methods in the Style & Clothes System.
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  This book is certainly a gem for informing you what really complements what and why! If you
are into books on style on style, as I am, you surely already own many which are much better
than this. Unlike some style guides that concentrate on the latest trends or bring up “French
chic” advertisement nauseam, this book provides real style guidance for real females. The
author clarifies why we end up with a closet filled with clothes we don’t like and then offers a
solution. That doesn’t surprise me at all.I must say i liked the "Design & Clothing Checklist."
There’s a duplicate of it in the rear of the book, nevertheless, you may also download it from
her internet site. Great details! and customize it to fit YOU using the worksheet supplied. She
compares it to the sarcastic bumper sticker “Your mother dresses you funny,” well the fashion
industry is your mom so be careful about taking her advice.I also liked that the publication had
images (a surprising amount of design books don’t). The pictures were of clothing the writer
actually owns, so instead of showing high-end developer clothing, they are the types of
clothes you can buy at more affordable areas like Macy’s, J. Crew, or Nordstrom. I caused this
for a while, and understood I did so have summer clothes mixed in with winter types, and
removing those provides improved my closet greatly. If you think you understand everything
about picking the proper footwear or accessories for your outfit, you might be
surprised!Name: Great Style Instruction for Today's Woman! Among the best books on fashion
and simple dressing I've ever read! The author is honest rather than haughty or pretentious
concerning designer clothing! Put simply, you can select whatever brand you wish, and she
will tell you how exactly to use it correctly. You can look equally as good as somebody who
spent a lot of money on clothes! It's all about what looks great on you and how to put
everything together! Great reserve for teens, young adults, and actually seniors! She has it
covered for all those. Great and witty to stream line your closet, outfit creation, clothing care,
and future purchases Author Kara Lane is an accountant/CPA. She uses the analytical abilities
she created in this career and focuses them about your closet, buys, and putting together a
stylish, versatile, and personalized wardrobe. I breezed through it in a few hours. She provides
comprehensive instructions on how to create a stylish closet that fits your life style, body, and
character. She said the publication helped her a lot. For example, she describes a simple outfit
and how significantly the accessories can transform it.She’s also quite witty. She tells a story
of an InStyle photo where the model was putting on a one-sleeved leather jacket that hooked
around the neck, a mesh bra, and a skirt adorned with ostrich feathers.) closets. Then you can
consider the list with you when you store, so you’ll just buy what you need, need, and look
good wearing – and you can stop buying items on impulse that you earned’t wear.She
provides assistance on creating a closet that appears and feels great, and targets quality over
amount.I must say i liked her description of classic clothes. I? was nervous that this publication
wouldn’t inform me anything I? didn’t already know, but I? was wrong. I loved it. organizing my
(and my family members’s!If you are interested in having a more logical and organized closet,
this book is effective. She also suggests you pick a few heel heights and use those to put on
with pants so that you don’t need to find pants to complement 5 different heel heights.She
recommends a full-length mirror, and I totally agree with her. Occasionally the best-laid plans
just don’t look that great on and you also don’t discover out until you’re standing while
watching mirror.We also like her clothes care suggestions, no fabric softener (which I hate
anyway), cold water prevents fading, convert clothing inside out, dry-clean sparingly, hand dry
out most items.! I really believe this is actually the true path to finding one's own perfect style
and building the perfect wardrobe from there.A great added bonus reaches the finish of the
publication she describes the procedure she went through in writing and publishing this



publication.She suggests one bottom for every three tops, making feeling.. I understand she is
developing a paperback version of the reserve, and I will definitely buy several copies and
give them as gifts to my fashion close friends. Learn to dress with self-respect I purchased this
to help my girl (a tween) to sort through her clothing. She gets huge bags of excellent hand-
me-downs from friends, but can't possibly put them on all. She gives us tools to construct
something for our style, clothing, and accessories, making common sense. I agree with her
because I've seen that it offers helped her come up with outfits that are both dignified and
stylish. Great book!! Love it. I knew, a few pages into this reserve, that this one is a keeper for
my little collection. Great Book! I got a lot of info and inspiration from this great book. I could
imagine if you've never read a fashion magazine or examine any additional book on design
and fashion, this may be of interest - just as long as you are also under the age of ten. Kara's
book doesn't tell a woman what her style should be, but rather helps a female discover that
on her own using a group of steps in the process she proposes.She's whole section on retail
and gives their return, alteration, and shipping plan. Buy it, examine it! Lane, I will buy the
additional books you've created because I love your easy-to-understand design of
writing.Update: I got an important lesson from this book, to keep one inch between your closet
hangers. Great details! Bravo Ms.!! Not your typical design advice book! As a Closet Stylist for
the past 11 years, I came across Kara's book to become a very fresh undertake building a
closet. There are several, many books out there offering wardrobe information, books telling
females what TO wear and what NOT to wear. And I REALLY LIKE her recommendations for
clothes lines which leave out the unattainable, costly lines but rather focus on us regular
working people! I learned a whole lot reading that section. Kudos on employment well done. I
am gifting Kara's book to my clients who desire to employ a system to build a streamlined,
perfect-for-them wardrobe. Very easy to check out guide and leaves you motivated and
encouraged to tackle your wardrobe issues and finally very clear your closet of the clothes
you under no circumstances wear! Kara allows you to organize and use what you already own.
Nothing new Expected a little more wardrobe assistance. What’s cool about any of it is you
could take what you find out in the book about flattering colors, traditional designs,
recommended brands, etc. The reader finds that Kara really knows how to work the knitty
gritty facts on styling such as for example what to wear with what. Instead they will be items
that are simple and will be in style this year or in a decade. Five Stars Looking forward to
positive results! . I suspect it is a instruction that can become a reference, where you go back
to it every once in awhile.. recently started reading this book therefore far so good. I recently
started scanning this book and so far so good. Four Stars Definitely a beginners guide, but
helpful for getting organized.She highlights that the average woman only wears 20% of the
clothes in her closet. Don't waste your money on this rubbish! I can't believe I paid good
money for this absolute drivel. The cover looked interesting, and I was quickly fooled, because
in fact the cover photo is the only plus side to it. Above that, I guarantee you should
understand more than this writer., and you are likely to select your favorites and buy your
clothing in those colors! I? Love Style, shopping, & If you are apple-shaped, for example, don't
wear clothing that emphasize your tummy. If you're an enchanting type, choose clothing
which are sensual and installed. We all know this stuff, don't we? Because author is not in the
style industry, there isn't that bias present which I've seen in other books. Suggestions is on
the amount of - I child you not really - read a list of colors (and the writer obligingly gives us
just such a list, as in "black, white, crimson, blue," ) etc. It will go directly into a charity store
tomorrow. This is actually the best style book I’ve read in years.! Author gives details and lists



which are so ideal for a style floundering person like me. The rest of it is just as stupid and
patronizing. She even shows that you could build a whole wardrobe out from the classics.
Who on earth would wear any such thing in everyday activity? She highlights that classics are
basic, they aren’t greatly adorned, and you won’t discover flash in the pan stuff like harem
pants, short shorts, or cushioned shoulders. This publication has given me permission to build
the wardrobe of my dreams and I? will put this information to function today! Great buy! Any of
the Color Me Gorgeous books, "Dress to Express", and so on, are miles better value and can
really inspire you.
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